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by Cory Weiss
Rabbi

Way back in 1988, when I arrived at
Hebrew Union College-Jewish

Institute of Religion in Jerusalem, a wise
teacher, Rabbi Shaul Feinberg told us,
“The first Hebrew word you should learn
if you want to have a good year living in
Israel is savlanut, “patience,” because
everything takes a little longer in Israel,
there’s more bureaucracy, and you’ll be
learning a new language. Savlanut will
help you to get through the tough times.

Shaul was so right! Things did take
longer, and life in a new country was
frustrating at times, and developing
savlanut was helpful. And today, all the
more so. We had such a difficult 2020, and
God willing, 2021 will be a better year.
We should all be getting the COVID-19
vaccine sometime this year, and things
will slowly start to return to normal (if we

can remember what that looks like!). But
it will take some time before we’re all
vaccinated and immune, and until then,
we will need to take the same precautions
we’ve gotten so used to: masks, social
distancing, and limiting our time around
those not in our bubbles. Most of all, we’ll
need savlanut.

We read in the book of Proverbs (15:18):
“The hot-tempered person provokes a
quarrel; the patient person calms strife.”
Throughout the past year, we have seen
family, friends, and neighbours display
great savlanut: at the grocery store, the
bank, wearing masks, social distancing.
And we’ve seen examples of impatience
as well in those same lines and public
spaces. Maybe the stress and strain of
lockdowns and being stuck at home for
long periods has caused us to lash out at

those we love. It takes willpower to show
savlanut, patience, and its cousin sovlanut,
tolerance. We’re all going through this
together. The people near you at home, or
out in the world, are going through just
what you’re going through.

We Jews know all about savlanut—we
waited 2,000 years to return to our home-
land, and we’ve waited even longer for
the Messianic Age. I guarantee you that
the end of COVID will come long before
the Messiah does! So, let’s show ourselves
and those around us savlanut for a little
longer—then we can rejoice when the
day comes that we can all be reunited
and celebrate together in person. May
that day come soon!

L’Shalom,
Rabbi Cory Weiss

Savlanut – Patience!

Registration open for
Camp George 2021
With fingers crossed, and spirits high in great anticipation for

the best summer ever, Camp George is now open for registration

for July/August 2021! Visit campgeorge.org.

And, Temple Har Zion is now accepting funding applications for financial assistance to help send your

children to camp this summer. Together with your THZ Sisterhood, we look forward to your children

building friendships and memories that will last a lifetime. 

Please reach out to carol@harzion.ca for your application form.  We will be accepting applications

up to and including Friday, Feb. 19, 2021.

All requests are held in the strictest of confidence.

mailto:carol@harzion.ca
https://campgeorge.org/
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by Seth Cole
Executive Board Member

Changes to in-person
services at THZ

Happy 2021! We are now in the middle
of a lockdown that will continue for at

least another four weeks. With all that is
happening, and the increased discussion on
vaccinations, I am optimistic about our future
and where we are heading both individually
and as a congregation.

During the lockdown we are following all
government regulations and in many cases
surpassing what is expected of us. We will
never have more than 10 people in the
building at any one time. Services will
continue to be streamed from the sanctuary.
When the lockdown is over and we can in-
crease our numbers, we have a plan already
in place that was used before we were
“moved” into the Gray Zone. I hope that if
you weren’t able to attend before the lock-
down, you will consider attending when
the situation changes.

In August, the Back to Shul Task Force
worked on how we thought services should
be conducted during the time of COVID. The
protocols were initially implemented for a
Bar Mitzvah that occurred at the end of August.
I was fortunate enough to attend the service,
listen to a wonderful D’var Torah and hear
Cantor Littman sing in person. While all
this was happening, I was busy writing
notes to ensure that the next B’nai Mitzvah
would be even safer. I repeated the process
many times, with each time having recom-
mendations and changes and the goal of
having members attend services.

The following are the protocols for when
we are no longer in the Gray Zone:

1. Before you can attend a service, you must
register online and fill out a health ques-
tionnaire and an attestation. We have also
limited the number of people who can
attend a service. These protocols allow us to
maintain social distancing and have a
record for contact tracing. If you do not
register, you will be unable to attend.

2. Inside the building there are many signs
to help you navigate through the building
and into the sanctuary. Please use the
proper doors to “Enter” and “Exit” the
building and sanctuary. Inside there are
three hand sanitizer stations-one downstairs
between the two bathrooms, one upstairs
by the door to enter the sanctuary, and another
as you exit the building.

3. When you enter the building, you must
be wearing a mask and if you would like to
wear a kippah or tallit, please bring your
own, as we are currently no longer providing
them.

4. As you enter the sanctuary you will see a
limited number of chairs, please sit where
you would like, with a prayer book that you
picked up as you entered.

5. The Rabbi will now make all the announce-
ments and the sanctuary doors will always
be open, but the service will be exactly as
you remember and expect.

6. When the service ends, we ask that you
please limit your socializing and exit the
building as soon as possible.

I hope this process will allow you to feel
safe as you attend services and help with
the empty feelings the Rabbi talked about
during his Yom Kippur sermon.

The Taskforce will be meeting again shortly
to evaluate the success of these changes. We
will also be working to have religious
school, morning minyan and other programs
back at the shul, but only if we can do so
safely.

I would like to thank everyone on the Back
to Shul Taskforce for all their hard work
and I look forward to seeing many of you
at a Friday night and/or Saturday morning
service in the near future.

Temple Har Zion

has made several

changes in the

sanctuary in order

to make attending 

in-person services

a safe and 

meaningful 

experience for

everyone.
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by Sharon Prasow
Chesed Committee

On November 30, Cantor Littman
spoke to Rosh Chodesh and Friends

on the topic of the Soul, specifically, exploring
how Judaism understands and has
viewed the soul throughout history. 

It appears this is a question that has many
facets. In fact, the soul has been understood
differently throughout Jewish history. 

The soul — in its passage from the bible
to later descriptions explained through
philosophy, the Kabbalah, and present-day
thoughts — has undergone an extensive
transformation. 

Before continuing, the Cantor requested
the class take a moment to consider what
first came to mind when we thought of the
word ‘soul.’ Forever, never-ending, infinity,
life and energy, memory, essence of our
being, music, and disbelief or questioning,
were some of the many descriptions partici-
pants shared.

A further example of the importance of
this topic… “Not only has studying the soul
been an important idea in our history since
biblical times; it has been an integral part of
all western religious and ethical systems;
human psychology, and an essential component
of Jewish mysticism.” 

Cantor Littman highlighted that in the
Bible, the body and soul are seen to be
connected. That, in the bible, existence
and meaning are attributed to the soul
within human and physical form. 

There are three Hebrew words found in
the bible that can be used to describe the
soul. 

Nefesh, as found in the shema, relates to
our physical presence in the world; ruach,
which can be translated as either spirit or
wind which can be felt but not seen, relates
to the ways we influence the world around

us, the way we “sow love and spread seeds
of understanding;” and neshama, the breath
that God breathed into us, as found in the
creation story, an element of our soul that
needs to be nurtured so that it can then
nuture the world around us. Yet, with the
passing of time, the soul came to be
viewed more as a metaphysical entity. 

The soul at different times means differ-
ent things — it can be used to describe
personality, “living essence,” what has
gone when death occurs, and “divine
essence,” what remains vital when death
occurs. 

Jewish texts have very little to say on matters
of life after death. Judaism puts far more
importance on the actions and purpose of
our lives in this world, olam ha-ze, rather
than on speculating about what might
happen after people die. Just as there are
different views about whether there is a
soul, there are many different views on
what Jews believe regarding an after-life,
or an olam ha-ba. 

Ranging from a discussion about whether
Heaven or Hell is believed in Judaism, to
various Kabbalistic ideas such as reincarnation/
gilgul, how Orthodox Judaism has maintained
a belief in the future resurrection of the
dead as part of the messianic redemption,
belief in some form of immortality of the
soul after death, while most liberal Judaism
has given up any literal belief in the resurrection
of the dead.

Questions were raised that were philo-
sophical in nature, but also spoke to our
yearning to understand what we intuit or
hope for, or feel we have actually experi-
enced.

Thank you, Cantor Littman, for teaching
us about our Jewish soul.

A lesson on the soul

“

”

Not only has 
studying the soul
been an important
idea in our history
since biblical
times; it has been
an integral part
of all western
religious and
ethical systems;
human psychology;
and an essential
component of 
Jewish mysticism.
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by Eleanor Ackerman Rice
Music Director

Where have all the
singers gone?

Some Wednesday nights, I find people
sitting by the Piano Bar enjoying a

glass of wine waiting to sing some old
favourites. 

Other Wednesday nights, I hear familiar
voices schmoozing while they wait to
rehearse the THZ Choral Repertoire. 

Music and singing are still alive and well

at THZ. Maybe not really at THZ, because
these singers are actually “Zooming” on
my computer screen, on top of my grand
piano, in my living room. 

Temple Har Zion has a lovely sanctuary
and I do miss playing and singing with
my friends in that space. However, I
have learned something very important
in this challenging time. It’s the people

that I miss and it’s the people - our great
community - that cause me to “Connect,
Engage and Inspire.”

Keep your voices warm. 

We’ll be back.

Eleanor Ackerman Rice, 
Music Director
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by Sheree Davis

Many Har Zion mem-
bers and community

friends have been con-
cerned about the guests
that come each year to our
Mosaic Interfaith Out of
the Cold program. 

With Temple unable to
house OOTC this year be-
cause of the pandemic,

people seeking shelter were left without a place to sleep,
food and support services.

Mosaic Interfaith could not leave the most vulnerable out
on the street; they stepped in and opened two emergency
shelters in York Region for the winter, managed by a
handful of staff (no volunteers). While many support
services were scaled back out of necessity, they were able
to provide 20 beds a night and three meals a day.

It continues to be difficult to accept any donations of
clothing or food; however, the following items are needed
should you wish to donate:

• Snack foods (store bought only) – cookies, cake, chips
(individual packs), water bottles

• Breakfast items (store bought only) – juice, cheese
strings, croissants, muffins, milk (individual cartons)

• Long johns, underwear (new only)

Donors would arrange drop off directly with Mosaic
Interfaith Out of the Cold by contacting the office at 416-
948-6682, or through email to Rehana Sumar,
rsumar@rogers.com.

Mosaic Interfaith Out of the Cold: Coldest Night of the
Year Walkathon!

Click here to read all the information and to find out how
you can support the most needy in our community.

Out of the
Cold update

mailto:rsumar@rogers.com
https://www.thearticle.com/nothing-short-of-a-miracle-from-bergen-belsen-to-mount-sinjar
https://cnoy.org/location/richmondhill
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mailto:chesed@harzion.ca
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https://www.harzion.ca/event/sisterhood--movie-night-with-rabbi-weiss.html
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https://www.harzion.ca/zoom
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https://www.harzion.ca/
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https://www.harzion.ca/event/sisterhood--where-have-all-the-folksongs-gone.html
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https://www.harzion.ca/zoom
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https://campgeorge.org/
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BIRTHS
A hearty Mazal Tov to:
Karen and Michael Goodis on the birth of

their granddaughter Maya Apple
Susan and Paul Sermer on the birth of their

grandson Alon Roi Sermer Bar-Eitan

ENGAGEMENTS
A hearty Mazal Tov to:
Ralph and Sheila Cincinatus on the engagement

of their grandson Aaron Cincinatus to
Jenny Rissover

CONDOLENCES
THZ extends sincere condolences to:
Elaine Birnbaum for her father Mickey

Zworth
Judith Kugler and Phyllis Lichtenstein

for their sister Natalie Lichtenstein
Marlene Smith for her husband Sidney

Smith
Judy Zworth for her husband Mickey

Zworth

Temple Family News

TEMPLE HAR ZION FUND
Julia Chow to Leah Ziv and family in celebration

of her Bat Mitzvah
Ilan and Shelly Cukierman in memory of

Ilan’s father Sam Cukierman
Stephen and Myrna Marcus to Marlene Smith

and family in memory of their husband,
father, father-in-law and grandfather Sid
Smith

THZ Sisterhood to Shirley Kehimkar in
appreciation

Brena Taylor to Leah Ziv on becoming Bat
Mitzvah

We thank the following for a donation to the
Temple Har Zion Fund for the sponsorship
of a Congregational Kiddush, Seudah,
Oneg, Torah Study or Morning Minyan
Breakfast:

Alan and Phylis Coles in memory of Alan’s
mother Mary Coles

Diane and Ra’anan Feldman in memory of
Diane’s mother Anna Motick

Debby and Lawrie Kaplan in memory of
Debby’s grandmother Ann Blumenfeld

Molly and Bernard Keyes in memory of
Molly’s father Leon Waldner

Helen Kopstick in memory of her brother
Alan Bennet

Alan and Terry Lustig in memory of Alan’s
mother Sally Lustig

Helen Posluns-Kerbal and Jeffrey Kerbel in
memory of Helen’s father Avrum Isaac
Posluns

Robert Rae in memory of his wife Lynn Rae
Janie and Warren Shendelman in memory of

Janie’s father Edward Donnenfield
Rhoda Sherwin and Julius Kirschner in

memory of Rhoda’s father Max Garfinkel

ADULT EDUCATION FUND
Clare and Serge Adam; Martin and Lyla

Gelfand; Lisa Rose and Sidney Fox; and
Judith Ross to Marlene Smith and family
in memory of their husband, father, father-
in-law and grandfather Sid Smith

Jeffrey and Paula Freedman to Cindy Marks
for a speedy recovery

Jill and Stanley Segal on the Yahrzeit of Jill’s
father Lesley Teeger

ANN ZWORTH HOLOCAUST 
EDUCATION FUND
Tara and David Abrams; Dena Arback and Jay

Shanker; Susan and Ben Aronowitz; Jerry
and Sandra Birenbaum; Selwyn Cainer;
Madeline and Farrell Cogan; Brenda and
Jerry Conway; Rita and Perry Davidson;
Susan Davidson; Martin and Lyla Gelfand;
Matthew German and Rebecca Stoller;
Marilyn and David Glick; Willie and Mary
Anne Handler; Dorothy Hartman; Ann and
Joseph Kroft; Shelley Kudlats; Martine and
Michael Pacht; Sheila Rose; Lori Silverstein;
Ronald and Rosalind Smith; Brena and Tom
Taylor; Doris Vernon and family; Paulette
and George Volgyesi; and Gwen Yacht to
Elaine and Eddie Birnbaum and family in
memory of their father, father-and-law and
grandfather Mickey Zworth

Noami and Sol Baum; Larry Crystal and Shelley
Norris; Debbie Fitzerman; Michael Henry;
and Faye Taksa to Judy Zworth in memory of
her husband Mickey Zworth

Alan Charney; Irwin Choleva; Gary and Jan
Elman; David Daien and Karen Gordon;
Ellen Drevnig and David Glicksman; Dianne
and Michael Gould; Greg and Rachel
Evans; Joanne Goldman and Roy Wyman
and family; Ruth and Lony Gropper;
Ricki and Marc Grushcow; Marsha and
Howie Halpern; Laura Hellen; Barbara
and Ricky Kirshenblatt; Sari Mayer;
Rhonda Moscoe; Tova Moscoe; Gail and
Gordon Pape; Dorothy and Carolynn Ross;
Brian and Michele Stal; Bryna Wasserman;
Rayla Wasserman; Jessica Wyman and
Michael Maranda; Jonathan Wyman; Ken
Wyman and Leueen Marcfarlane; Mike and
Cindy Wyman; and Tanya Wyman and
Gabriel Tick to Neil Zworth and Jennifer
Wyman and family in memory of their father,
father-in-law and grandfather Mickey Zworth

Rebecca and Joel Friedman and family; Sandi
and Marty Lanys; Marla and Avery Matlow;
Michael Schwartz; Sandra Moshe; and
Queenie Teichman to David and Ellen
Zworth and family in memory of their father,
father-in-law and grandfather Mickey Zworth

Eric Gollant to Nancy Liss in memory of
Mickey Zworth

Hilary and Brad Hennick; and Casey and
Adam Spears to Jessica and Mark Gelfand
in memory of Jessica’s grandfather Mickey
Zworth

Michelle Shapiro and family to Corey and
Poly Birnbaum in memory of Corey’s
grandfather Mickey Zworth

Sharon and Joseph Wiesenfeld to Paulette
Volgyesi for a speedy recovery

Mark and Gayle Wise to Larry and Arlene
Lerner in memory of Mickey Zworth

ARTHUR AND DVORA BROWN CAMP
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Faga Clapham to Michael and Phyllis Cincinatus;

and to Ralph and Sheila Cincinatus in
celebration of the engagement of their
son and grandson Aaron to Jenny Rissover

Rochelle and Richard Ulster to Rhonda
Syrtash on the birth of her granddaughter

CANTOR’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
Clare Adam; Karen Fisher; and Sharon Prasow

to Cantor Rachael Littman in appreciation
of her presentation at the Rosh Chodesh
event, The Jewish Soul

Cheryl Ackerman and David Saslove and
family to Elaine and Eddie Birnbaum in
memory of their father and father-in-law
Mickey Zworth; and to Judith Kugler and
Phyllis Lichtenstein and family in memory
of their sister Natalie Lichtenstein

Paulette and George Volgyesi in memory of
Natalie Lichtenstein

Jerry and Marley Greenglass in appreciation
Andrea Shattner and Sam Castiglione to

Talya and Patrice Gaborieau and family in
memory of their mother, mother-in-law
and savta Rina Lavie

Claire Spevack to Renata Somers in memory
of Arnold Somers

CHESED FUND
Joan Appelby; and Naomi and Saul Joel to

Paulette Volgyesi for a speedy recovery
Brenda and Jerome Conway; and Evelyn

Krakauer to Judith Kugler and Phyllis
Lichtenstein and family in memory of
their sister Natalie Lichtenstein

Tributes and Acknowledgements
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CHESED FUND
Joan and Alan Dessau; and Carol Handelman

to Marlene Smith and family in memory
of their husband, father, father-in-law
and grandfather Sid Smith

Sharon and Sholem Prasow to Carol Handelman
on the birth of her grandson August
“Augie” William Reingold; and to Susan
and Jim Rowan and family in memory of their
mother, mother-in-law and grandmother
Ethel Bergstein

DAVIS YACHT GARDEN – GAN MOSHE
FUND
Gwen Yacht to Marlene Smith and family in

memory of their husband, father, father-in-
law and grandfather Sid Smith; and to
Paulette Volgyesi for a speedy recovery

DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION & SCHOOL
FUND
Tara and David Abrams to Susan and Paul

Sermer in celebration of the birth of their
grandson Alon Roi Sermer Bar-Eitan

HAZZANIT TARA ABRAMS LEGACY
FUND FOR MUSIC EDUCATION AND
PROGRAMMING
Tara and David Abrams on the Yahrzeit of

Tara’s uncle Steve Noyes
Jerry and Marley Greenglass in appreciation

LEGACY FUND
Jerry and Marley Greenglass in appreciation

LIBRARY FUND
Sandra and Arthur Benjamin to Judith Kugler

and Phyllis Lichtenstein and family in
memory of their sister Natalie Lichtenstein

MARVIN KOPSTICK LEADERSHIP FUND
Susan and Ben Aronowitz to Sim Greene in

appreciation; and to Marlene Moscoe and
family in memory of Mel Moscoe

MEMBERS HELPING MEMBERS FUND
Edyse and Norman Fisher to Marlene Smith and

family in memory of their husband, father,
father-in-law and grandfather Sid Smith

Frances Halperin on the Yahrzeit of her
mother Sadie Halperin

Robin and Alan Packard to Paulette Volgyesi
for a speedy recovery

Judith Ross to Judith Kugler and Phyllis
Lichtenstein and family in memory of their
sister Natalie Lichtenstein

MUSIC FUND
Jerry and Marley Greenglass in appreciation
Julian and Donna Pencharz on the Yahrzeit

of Julian’s mother Dolly Pencharz
THZ Sisterhood to Evelyn Krakauer in appreciation

RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
Clare and Serge Adam; Sherril Berrys; and

Natalie and Helmut Cremer to Judith Ku-
gler and Phyllis Lichtenstein and family in
memory of their sister Natalie Lichtenstein

Sid and Barbara Finkelstein on the Yahrzeit
of Sid’s father Issie Finkelstein

Hope Gaum to Paulette Volgyesi for a speedy
recovery

Jerry and Marley Greenglass in appreciation
Judith Kugler and Michael Bovri to Sheron

Forbes in appreciation
Bruce and Susan Rubin in appreciation of

Rabbi Weiss officiating the marriage of
their son Elliot Rubin to Erin Dessau

Andrea Shattner and Sam Castiglione on the
Yahrzeit of Andrea’s father Jerry Shattner

THZ Sisterhood to Sheron Forbes in appreciation

SECURITY FUND
Natalia Gazoukin in appreciation
Evelyn Krakauer on the Yahrzeit of her sister

Hermelita Asuncion

SISTERHOOD FUND
Joan Davidson to Judith Kugler and Phyllis

Lichtenstein and family in memory of their
sister Natalie Lichtenstein

Ann and Derek Gosselin to Elaine and Eddie
Birnbaum and family in memory of their
father, father-and-law and grandfather
Mickey Zworth

YOUTH ENGAGEMENT AND TRAVEL
FUND 2020
Samantha and Shelly Bacher and family to

Karen and Michael Goodis on the birth of
their granddaughter Maya Apple

Jeffrey and Lisa Dessau in appreciation of
Rabbi Weiss officiating the marriage of
their daughter Erin Dessau to Elliot Rubin

Tributes and Acknowledgements

https://bloombyrobin.com/
mailto:bloombyrobin@gmail.com
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http://www.borlak.ca/
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We are pleased to work with you to design

a menu that suits your preferences.

http://www.eigenmachtcrackower.com/
mailto:jack@eigenmachtcrackower.com
https://www.dentistryongreenlane.com/site/home
mailto:jackybennett@hotmail.com
https://aurabycashewandclive.com/
mailto:catering@cashewandclive.com
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https://encorecatering.com/delivery/
https://www.benjaminsparkmemorialchapel.ca/Home.aspx


TEMPLE HAR ZION

JANUARY 2021   •    TEVET/SH'VAT 5781
Sun Mon Tues Wed Thu Fri Sat

27 Tevet 12WINTER
BREAK

9:00a Morning Minyan via
Zoom

28 Tevet 13OFFICE
CLOSED

WINTER BREAK

11:00a Yoga
12:00p Virtual Sip &
Schmooze via Zoom

29 Tevet 14WINTER
BREAK

7:15a Morning Minyan via
Zoom

30 Tevet 15WINTER
BREAK

31 Tevet 16WINTER
BREAK

7:15a Morning Minyan via
Zoom

1 Tevet 17New Year's
Day

OFFICE CLOSED
WINTER BREAK

6:30p Service - livestream

2 Tevet 18Va-y'chi

9:00a Torah Study | Rabbi
Bill Tepper via Zoom
10:30a Shabbat Morning
Service - livestream

3 Tevet 19 4 Tevet 20 

11:00a Yoga
12:00p Zoom with the THZ
Knitters
6:00p Beit No'ar

5 Tevet 21 

4:45p Beit Ivrit
7:30p Sisterhood Board
Meeting

6 Tevet 22 

7:30p Eleanor's Piano Bar
via Zoom

7 Tevet 23 

12:00p Lunch and Learn
with Rabbi Weiss
7:00p Executive Meeting

8 Tevet 24 

6:30p Service - livestream

9 Tevet 25Sh'mot

9:00a Torah Study
10:30a Shabbat Morning
Service - livestream

10 Tevet 26 

9:30a Beit Midrash

11 Tevet 27 

11:00a Yoga
12:00p Virtual Sip &
Schmooze via Zoom
6:00p Beit No'ar

12 Tevet 28 

4:45p Beit Ivrit

13 Tevet 29 

7:30p Choir Practice

14 Sh'vat 1 

12:00p Lunch and Learn
with Rabbi Weiss
7:00p Sisterhood | Movie
Night with Rabbi Weiss

15 Sh'vat 2 

6:30p Service - livestream

16 Sh'vat 3Va-eira

9:00a Torah Study
10:30a Shabbat Morning
Service - livestream

17 Sh'vat 4 

9:30a Beit Midrash

18 Sh'vat 5 

11:00a Yoga
12:00p Virtual Sip &
Schmooze via Zoom
6:00p Beit No'ar

19 Sh'vat 6 

4:45p Beit Ivrit
7:30p Book Club | The
Guest Book by Sarah Blake

20 Sh'vat 7 

7:30p Eleanor's Piano Bar
via Zoom

21 Sh'vat 8 

12:00p Lunch and Learn
with Rabbi Weiss

22 Sh'vat 9 

6:30p Service - livestream

23 Sh'vat 10Bo

9:00a Torah Study with
Rabbi Stroh
10:30a Shabbat Morning
Service - livestream

24 Sh'vat 11 

9:30a Beit Midrash

25 Sh'vat 12 

11:00a Yoga
12:00p Rosh Chodesh |
"Aging Jewishly"
6:00p Beit No'ar

26 Sh'vat 13 

4:45p Beit Ivrit
7:30p Board Meeting

27 Sh'vat 14 

7:30p Choir Practice

28 Sh'vat 15Tu BiSh'vat

12:00p Lunch and Learn
with Rabbi Weiss
7:00p Tu BiSh'vat Seder

29 Sh'vat 16 

6:30p Service - livestream

30 Sh'vat 17B'shalach
SHABBAT

SHIRA

9:00a Torah Study
10:30a Shabbat Morning
Service - livestream
7:00p Sisterhood | "Where
Have All The Folk Songs
Gone?"

31 Sh'vat 18 1 Sh'vat 19 

11:00a Yoga
12:00p Zoom with the THZ
Knitters
6:00p Beit No'ar

2 Sh'vat 20 

4:45p Beit Ivrit

3 Sh'vat 21 

7:30p Eleanor's Piano Bar
via Zoom

4 Sh'vat 22 

12:00p Lunch and Learn
with Rabbi Weiss
7:00p Executive Meeting

5 Sh'vat 23 

6:30p Family Service -
livestream
7:30p Oneg via Zoom

6 Sh'vat 24Yitro

9:00a Torah Study
10:30a Shabbat Morning
Service - livestream
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https://www.harzion.ca/event/beit-noar-.html
https://www.harzion.ca/cal.php?view=day&cal_date=2021-01-05
https://www.harzion.ca/event/beit-noar3.html
https://www.harzion.ca/event/sisterhood-board-meeting3.html
https://www.harzion.ca/cal.php?view=day&cal_date=2021-01-06
https://www.harzion.ca/event/eleanors-piano-bar-via-zoom2.html
https://www.harzion.ca/cal.php?view=day&cal_date=2021-01-07
https://www.harzion.ca/event/executive-meeting3.html
https://www.harzion.ca/cal.php?view=day&cal_date=2021-01-08
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https://www.harzion.ca/event/beit-noar3.html
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https://www.harzion.ca/event/choir-practice.html
https://www.harzion.ca/cal.php?view=day&cal_date=2021-01-14
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https://www.harzion.ca/cal.php?view=day&cal_date=2021-01-21
https://www.harzion.ca/cal.php?view=day&cal_date=2021-01-22
https://www.harzion.ca/event/service-1.html
https://www.harzion.ca/cal.php?view=day&cal_date=2021-01-23
https://www.harzion.ca/event/breakfast-and-torah-study2.html
https://www.harzion.ca/cal.php?view=day&cal_date=2021-01-24
https://www.harzion.ca/event/beit-midrash3.html
https://www.harzion.ca/cal.php?view=day&cal_date=2021-01-25
https://www.harzion.ca/event/rosh-chodesh--aging-jewishly.html
https://www.harzion.ca/event/beit-noar-.html
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https://www.harzion.ca/event/tu-bishvat-seder.html
https://www.harzion.ca/cal.php?view=day&cal_date=2021-01-29
https://www.harzion.ca/cal.php?view=day&cal_date=2021-01-30
https://www.harzion.ca/event/shabbat-shira.html
https://www.harzion.ca/event/torah-study-.html
https://www.harzion.ca/event/sisterhood--where-have-all-the-folksongs-gone.html
https://www.harzion.ca/cal.php?view=day&cal_date=2021-01-31
https://www.harzion.ca/cal.php?view=day&cal_date=2021-02-01
https://www.harzion.ca/event/virtual-knit--schmooze-via-zoom.html
https://www.harzion.ca/event/beit-noar-.html
https://www.harzion.ca/cal.php?view=day&cal_date=2021-02-02
https://www.harzion.ca/event/beit-noar3.html
https://www.harzion.ca/cal.php?view=day&cal_date=2021-02-03
https://www.harzion.ca/event/eleanors-piano-bar-via-zoom2.html
https://www.harzion.ca/cal.php?view=day&cal_date=2021-02-04
https://www.harzion.ca/event/executive-meeting3.html
https://www.harzion.ca/cal.php?view=day&cal_date=2021-02-05
https://www.harzion.ca/event/family-service-.html
https://www.harzion.ca/event/oneg-via-zoom.html
https://www.harzion.ca/cal.php?view=day&cal_date=2021-02-06
https://www.harzion.ca/event/torah-study-.html
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